
allailaliencompassingallencompassing
quality caring entails a real concern for
the employees the program the students
and the community failure to care about
any of the above will lead to the directors
downfall this quality of caring is
seemingly an obvious prerequisite for any
director however time or the pressures of
the job can lead to apathy directors must
consistently check their attitudes
directors who cease to care should
consider a new program or even a new
occupation

T transforms A negative program
may be transformed into a positive
program by redirecting negative attitudes
into positive ones by consciously working
to turn them around for example if you
know that communication is a problem
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in fact the director must not just listen
but hear and understand the underlying
meaning of what is said rogermanrogerianRo
listening

gerian
or repeating what you think you

heard helps in reducing comprehension
errors deficiency in listening may result
in many lost ideas which could have been
beneficial to the program in addition a
director who neither listens nor heeds the
messages he or she is given will stir up
resentment employees may wonder why
they should listen to the director if the
director doesnt listen to them if you want
to destroy the morale of a program start
by not listening to your employees

D delegates A director should not try
to do everything singlehandedlysingle thehandedly
directors job is to get others to work
together as a cooperative group and part
of working as a group involves the
dissemination of labor martha
pennington personal communication
1989 has pointed out that directors who
do not delegate may want to be the star
but trying to do everything that needs to
be done may result in a shooting
star bright for a moment and then bums
out let others shine instead you will
reflect their brilliance

I1 inspires A good leader needs to
inspire the team that he or she leads to
meet challenges often working in an
inspired manner inspires others
conversely working in an expired way
will have a like effect on the staff and
instructors

R respects directors should respect
those who work for them this includes
their opinions experience and knowledge
the sum of the parts of the organization
are stronger than any one person A
director needs to understand that employees
are talented and valuable in some ways
which may be complementary to the
directors talents and skills directors who
fail to exploit the talents of their staff or
instructors and other members frustrate
everyone involved lack of respect begets
the same and respect is nearly impossible
to regain once it is lost

E elicits A good director elicits ideas
and plans from those who work for him or
her to help solve problems neglect in
this area leads to a director who must be
responsible for all creativity As imagin-
ative as he or she may be one persons
capabilities will pale in comparison to the
creativity of many minds working
collectively

C cares A rather

continuedfrom
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alleviate the situation by initiating
informal meetings rap sessions or some
other method of encouraging real
communication in a relaxed atmosphere
communication is of paramount import-
ance to an ESL program lack of
communication will cripple the programs
potential

0 orders sometimes a director must
issue imperatives if a director has the big
picture in mind sometimes unpopular
courses of action must be enacted for the
overall good of the program for some
personalities this may be one of the
hardest things to do yet the ability to give
orders when needed is critical for the
success of an ESL program director A
director who is unable give orders is
ineffectual employees will lose respect
for a director who is unable to be firm

R rewards A director should reward
those who go above and beyond the
minimum job description requirement
even if it is for their own reasons
sacrifice and commitment need to be
recognized loyalty will be reduced and
discontentment exacerbated if rewards are
not forthcoming

here again is what a director needs to
keep in mind

E energize
S select
L listen

D delegate
I1 inspire
R respect
E elicit
ccarecaare
T transform
0 order
R reward

of course these are only some of the
skills and actions that an ESL program
manager must exhibit to maintain an
efficient harmonious organization
following this format I1 am sure it would
be a relatively easy matter to extend the
acronym to at least as far as A MODERN
AND successful ESL PROGRAM
DIRECTOR A successful director in
fact implements a long list of active
verbs to ensure an active vital program
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qualities of a good program director
an acronymic approach
gerhardt gast hawaii pacific university

being an ESL program director is a
multifacetedmulti taskfaceted which requires a number
of skills many of these skills are innate
for some directors but other skills need to
be learned inexperienced or ineffective
directors have fewer or less developed
skills moreover the novice or ineffectual
program director might have trouble
recognizing these skills let alone
remembering or developing them to help
out I1 spell out here an acronymic
approach to describing these skills if you
find yourself in trouble with the program
you are supposedly directing remember

ESL DIRECTOR
E energizes A program director needs
to energize a program by encouraging staff
and instructors the director provides
leadership by helping employees to

envision the value of the program to the
students and to themselves reviewing the
potential of the program will often
energize all involved directors who are
listless and apathetic will fail to set any
example for their subordinates except a
bad one

S selects A good program director
selects good employees when hiring an
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure if a director fails to hire teachers and
other employees carefully he or she will
have the unpleasant task of having to let
them go later even worse poor hiring
decisions can jeopardize the program and
ultimately the directors own job

L listens listening to students
instructors and staff members is essential

continued on page 58
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